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Duna Collegium 
 

New Leadership and Transformative Action for 
Sacred Sustainabiility...  

WHAT??? 
I have been relentlessly intending the setting up of a complex tranformative learning space in 
Hungary, so that it may  bring InKNOWvations: new and transformative learning opportunities in the 
growing field of  

 Social Entrepreneurship,  

 New science and tranformativeeco- and spiritual psychology  

 New Leadership and New Governance.  

My desire is to make it accessible in our region: The Duna region  in a way that we also focus on  
relevance and deep traditions of the great diversity here. This is what Duna Collegium wants to offer 
in Central- and Eastern Europe  

In my mind it has three major fractals of independent, yet interwoven learning modules of  
New Paradigm Learning of New Science and Inner Transformation (psychology and spirituality and 
science and The Tradition):  
Duna Collegium (patron is  Ervin Laszlo) 
 
I.   Action Learning based Social Entrepreneurship – partnering with Knowmads School and 
Greenhouse- Duna region  
II.  Ancient Futures - DunaSpirit in Partnership insired by Old Europe  
Caring Economy ( R.Eisler) and Rural Awareness of Ancient Futures ( Helena Norberg-Hodge- The 
Economy of Happiness) 
III. Transformative Learning - Society as a A Living System: Strategy, Collective Intelligence, 
Systems Thinking and Sustainability with partners some already under negotiation:  
Schumacher College --a LLL for all--shorter courses, Balaton Group, 
"MSLS" of Blekinge College, with a focus on SoL 5 disciplines, The Natural Step, and   Blue Economy 
( G.Pauli), also  Presencing Institute, Temenos, Taos  
 
Why?  
Duna Collegium - as a symbol of Old Europe rooted in our pre-IndoEuropean times in the ancient 
past ( see. M. Gimbutas' work) for millenia. Nowdays  we need a non-political, non denominational 
learning space where young and elder people can learn and co-create so that we generate inner-
consciousness space for new knowledge and values and outer space for commited action to emerge 
both for citizenship and leadership. 
We do intend to regenerate the days of peaceful, thriving and innovative economy, social balance and 
equilibrium, sacred respect for the feminine and masculine in true understanding and complementarity 
for a sutainable region that may well contribute to the balancing need of both Europe and farther 
away.  

WHY NOW???  
It seems the time has come.  We cannot postpone responsible action.  There is more than just talk 
and talk – complexity and diversity, The Shist and Turning Point all requires new knowledge and 
resilience, awareness and capacity.  
The recent study of Hungarystudy 2013 and the Environmental Consciousness study to show that 
people of this awareness actually do not contribute to the shrinking of eco footprint---all that cries for a 
decisive step to be taken. There are partners and leaders who seem to have the interest and rediness 

and capacity to stand behind this dream and intention with some more concrete managerial skills.   
                                             
                                                         I am ready. Are you? 

.. Én dolgozni akarok. Elegendő harc, hogy a multat be kell vallani. 

A Dunának, mely mult, jelen s jövendő, egymást ölelik lágy hullámai. 

A harcot, amelyet őseink vivtak, békévé oldja az emlékezés 

s rendezni végre közös dolgainkat, ez a mi munkánk; és nem is kevés. 

1936. jún. József Attila, A Dunánál 


